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THE MICHIGAN TAX L IMITATION AMENDMENT -- I

STATE REVENUE AND SPENDING LIMITS

On November 7, 1978, Michigan voters approved Ballot Proposal E (the 11 Headlee 11 amendment), 
placing in the state constitution three sets of limits to the growth and relationship of state and local 
government finances: (1) An overall limit on state revenues and spending; (2) requirements that the 
state maintain aid to local units at a constant proportion of total state spending and reimburse local 
units for state mandates; and (3) a limit on future increases in local property taxes and a requirement 
for voter approval of new local taxes.

This Council Comments on the State Revenue and Spending Limits is the first of a series of three 
publications analyzing the implementation of the tax limitation amendment, evaluating its impact in 
the past three years, and exploring issues raised by the amendment.  A more detailed (18 page) analysis 
of the State Revenue and Spending Limits is available on request.

IN BRIEF

• The amendment limits total state revenues in any fiscal year to ten percent of personal in-
come in the prior calendar year, based on the relationship of actual revenues in fiscal 1978-
79 to personal income in calendar 1977.

• The base year of 1978-79, through a combination of circumstances, had the highest ratio of 
state revenue to personal income of any year before or since -- in effect, the revenue cap is 
based on the peak year.

• Legislative implementation of the revenue and spending limits follows closely the language 
and intent of the amendment.

• Since adoption of the amendment, actual state revenues have fallen well below the limit -- 
in fiscal 1980-81, state revenues were about $1.4 billion below the limit of $8.6 billion.

• The wide gap between actual revenues and the total amount of revenues per  mitted under 
the limit has resulted from the adverse impact of the economy on state revenues and the fact 
that the legislature has not raised taxes.

• Projections indicate that absent legislative action. to increase taxes or voter action to reduce 
the limit, the gap between actual state revenues and the revenue limit will continue to widen 
in the future, since revenues from present sources do not increase as rapidly as personal 
income.

• If state revenues ever do approach the limit there are some potential loopholes that could be 
used to circumvent the limit.
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HOW THE STATE REVENUE AND SPENDING LIMITS WORK

Under the terms of the amendment (Art. IX, Secs. 26-28 of the constitution), total state revenues in any 
fiscal year are limited to ten percent of personal income in Michigan during the prior calendar year.  That 
percentage was obtained by dividing actual state revenues in fiscal 1978-79 ($6.95 billion) by personal income 
in calendar 1977 ($69.5 billion). If total revenues collected in any future fiscal year exceed the dollar amount 
of the limit by more than one percent, the state must provide individual and business tax refunds in the 
next tax year; an excess of less than one percent can be deposited in the state 1 s budget stabilization fund.  
The state also is prohibited from spending more than the revenue limit except under emergency conditions.  
Both the revenue and spending limits exclude federal aid from consideration.

THE IMPACT THEY HAVE HAD

The amendment was adopted in the midst of a decade-long rise in state revenues as a share of personal 
income in Michigan.  That rise was fueled by a series of tax increases moderated somewhat by offsetting 
tax reductions.  As shown in Chart 1, revenues as a percent of personal income in the prior calendar year 
rose from 7.8 percent to 10.00 percent during the period 1970-1979.

A major purpose of the amendment was to halt the rise in the revenue/income ratio. This has been 
accomplished, but not as a direct result of the amendment. As shown in Chart 1, the ratio dropped from 
ten percent in fiscal 1978-79 to just over nine percent in fiscal 1979-80; it promises to be about 8.5 percent 
in fiscal 1980-81 and under nine percent in 1981-82. This rapid turnaround is attributable to the fact that 
the legislature has not raised taxes; to the poor condition of the state’s economy, which has made revenue 
sources less productive; and to the underlying relationship between state revenue and personal income 
growth in Michigan.
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If the legislature continues to abstain from raising taxes, if the economy recovers and performs as it has 
historically, and if the relationship between revenue and income growth holds steady, then the trend in the 
revenue/income ratio should continue downward throughout the decade (as indicated by the projections 
shown in Chart 1). By the end of the 1980s it might be back at the level where it stood at the beginning of 
the 1970s. But if the legislature should choose to raise taxes during the 1980s, the revenue limit will allow a 
substantial margin for increases -- although public opinion and other provisions of the amendment might 
militate against such actions. Chart 2 shows actual revenues compared to a ten percent limit, 1970-1980, 
and projections of revenues vs. the limit 1981-1989. The margin under the limit is projected to increase 
from $1.4 billion in fiscal 1981 to over $4 billion by fiscal 1989.

CHANGES THAT MIGHT BE CONSIDERED

In approving the state revenue and spending limits, the electorate mandated restraint in state revenue and 
spending growth without requiring tax cuts, and it accepted the prevailing level of revenues in relation to 
income as a basis for limiting the state’s taxing and spending power.  In view of the present and projected gap 
between the revenue limit and actual state revenuer the adequacy of both the design and the implementation 
of these limits should be considered.

Design Considerations. The revenue/income ratio is subject to both short- and long-term variations (as 
shown in Chart 1) that have the potential to impair the effectiveness of revenue and spending limitation.  
The short-term variations result from the cyclical nature of the Michigan economy and the two-year lag 
in comparing state revenues to personal income that is built into the limit.  If revenues were at or near the 
limit, this lag could act in a counter-cyclical fashion to restrain revenue growth in years following recessions, 
while not limiting revenue increases in recession years.
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The prospective long-term downward trend in the ratio results from the tendency of state revenues 
to grow more slowly than personal income.  If the legislature were to leave tax rates and bases alone 
for a long period, this could create a sizeable “gap” between revenues permitted by the limit and 
revenues actually raised.  Only changes in the design of the limit or in the tax structure itself can 
prevent a “gap” from occurring in such circumstances.  However, the amendment also contains a 
provision (Sec. 30) that in effect requires the state to distribute 42 percent of any revenue increase 
to local governments, creating a disincentive for raising state taxes to fill any such “gap.”

Implementation Considerations. The statute implementing the revenue and spending limits (Public 
Act 34 of 1980) follows closely the language and intent of the amendment.  Improvements could 
be made, however, by defining more clearly the sources of data on which the limits are based and 
by requiring publication of an annual statement concerning the limits. It also is possible that the 
definition of the spending limit should be changed marginally to parallel more closely that of the 
revenue limit, since the two are intended to operate together.

A more significant definitional problem for the long run is the potential for loopholes in the state 
revenue and spending limits.  Revenues enacted by the state for direct distribution to administrative 
units currently fall outside the state revenue limit because they are “off-budget”; they also fall outside 
the local revenue limits in the amendment because they are levied and collected by the state.  (An 
example is the “SE1·1TA Tax’’ on auto registrations and transfers in Southeast Michigan.) A statutory 
change could eliminate this gray area between state and local revenue limitation. It also might become 
necessary in the future to restrict the capacity of state officials to change accounting definitions from 
year to year -- a practice that has been used to affect the budget balance frequently in recent years 
and potentially could be used to avoid exceeding revenue and spending limits.


